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Abstract— Large-scale point cloud consists of a multitude
of individual objects, thereby encompassing rich structural
and underlying semantic contextual information, resulting in
a challenging problem in efficiently segmenting a point cloud.
Most existing researches mainly focus on capturing intricate
local features without giving due consideration to global ones,
thus failing to leverage semantic context. In this paper, we pro-
pose a Similarity-Weighted Convolution and local-global Fusion
Network, named SWCF-Net, which takes into account both
local and global features. We propose a Similarity-Weighted
Convolution (SWConv) to effectively extract local features,
where similarity weights are incorporated into the convolution
operation to enhance the generalization capabilities. Then, we
employ a downsampling operation on the K and V channels
within the attention module, thereby reducing the quadratic
complexity to linear, enabling Transformer to deal with large-
scale point cloud. At last, orthogonal components are extracted
in the global features and then aggregated with local features,
thereby eliminating redundant information between local and
global features and consequently promoting efficiency. We eval-
uate SWCF-Net on large-scale outdoor datasets SemanticKITTI
and Toronto3D. Our experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed network. Our method achieves
a competitive result with less computational cost, and is able to
handle large-scale point clouds efficiently. The code is available
at https://github.com/Sylva-Lin/SWCF-Net

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient large-scale point cloud semantic segmentation
has garnered significant attention due to its remarkable
performance in applications such as autonomous driving,
augmented reality, and 3D scene understanding. Despite the
rich spatial information provided by 3D point clouds, the ir-
regular and unordered points present challenges for semantic
segmentation. In recent years, deep learning approaches [1]
have been employed for point cloud semantic segmentation,
including point-based approaches such as PointNet++ [2] and
PointMLP [3]. Such methods exhibit promising performance
on small-scale point clouds. However, they mostly focus
on extracting local features and cannot achieve satisfactory
segmentation accuracy when extended to large-scale point
clouds.
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of 3D LiDAR segmentation. In large-scale point
clouds, semantic context is essential for segmentation. Many existing
segmentation methods employ local features only and do not consider the
global information, which is highly related with the semantic context.

Several recent works have begun to tackle the challenge of
directly processing large-scale point clouds, such as SPG [4],
RandLA-Net [5], BAAF-Net [6]. Although these methods
can handle large-scale point clouds, they still lack considera-
tion of global features, resulting in suboptimal segmentation.
As shown in Figure 1, for large-scale point cloud processing,
local features can capture the geometric structure, while
global features establish long-range dependency that harness
underlying semantic context among objects, such as pedes-
trians typically found on sidewalks and cars generally on
roads, etc. Several works [7], [8] have also demonstrated the
advantages of combining local and global features. However,
current methods largely focus on extracting intricate local
features while overlooking the utilization of global features.

In this paper, we propose a Similarity-Weighted Convo-
lution and local-global Fusion Network, named SWCF-Net,
which takes into account geometric and semantic context
information. We propose SWConv for extracting local feature
along with a low computational complexity Average Trans-
former designed to extract global features. Additionally, to
integrate local and global features, we adopt an orthogonal
fusion strategy. This involves extracting components from the
global features orthogonal to the local ones and then aggre-
gating both. This process eliminates redundant information
that shares the same feature direction, thereby promoting a
more effective learning process in the network.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as
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follows:
• We propose a Similarity-Weighted Convolution

(SWConv) to achieve a low Gaussian complexity,
which consequently improves the generalization ability
of 3D convolutional operations and thereby yields
improved local features.

• We perform downsampling operations on the K and
V channels of the attention module to accelerate the
Transformer-based global encoder and fuse these global
with local features through orthogonal fusion.

• The proposed SWCF-Net has demonstrated compet-
itive performance on both the SemanticKITTI and
Toronto3D datasets while requiring lower computational
resources to achieve higher segmentation accuracy than
its counterparts.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Point Based Methods

The point-based method can directly operate on point
clouds. PointNet [9] utilizes several shared multi-layer per-
ceptrons to extract pointwise features, which are then aggre-
gated into global features using symmetric pooling functions.
This allows for efficient point cloud semantic segmentation.
However, due to its lack of consideration for local features,
it does not achieve higher levels of segmentation precision.
Subsequent to this, numerous works have proposed various
local feature extractors.

PointNet++ [2] employs farthest point sampling (FPS)
and nearest neighbor search (KNN) to group the points
within a point cloud, thereby enabling the acquisition of local
features. DGCNN [10] updates the features of query points
by constructing a graph structure and leveraging the node
and edge features within local graphs. KPConv [11] pro-
poses a deformable convolutional operator that computes the
convolution kernel function based on the distances between
kernel points and points in local regions of the point cloud,
subsequently applying it to the corresponding local point
cloud areas. Point Transformer [12] applies the attention
mechanism to local regions and utilizes vector attention to
compute weight matrices, thereby reducing computational
costs. While these methods have demonstrated promising
performance on small-scale point clouds, they are largely
constrained by their downsampling techniques and compu-
tational approaches, which hinders their direct scalability to
large-scale point clouds.

B. Large-scale Point Clouds Methods

To accelerate the processing speed of point clouds without
compromising scene information, several methods have been
designed for handling large-scale point clouds. SPG [4]
preprocesses large point clouds into superpoint graphs to
facilitate learning the semantics of each superpoint. Tan-
gentCov [13] proposes tangent convolutions by projecting
local point clouds onto tangent planes and subsequently per-
forming convolutional operations on the projected patterns.
While these methods can handle large-scale point clouds,

they require a complex preprocessing stage, which renders
them inefficient for point cloud processing.

To enhance the segmentation efficiency. RandLA-Net [5]
first adopts random sampling as the downsampling strategy
among its encoding layers and introduces Local Spatial
Encoding Modules along with Attention Pooling Modules
to mitigate against losing valuable information caused by
random sampling. BAAF-Net [6] introduces Bilateral Con-
text Modules and Adaptive Fusion Modules to effectively
encode and integrate features within local regions. DCNet
[14] proposes Dual Attention Modules and Consistency
Constraint Loss, which enhance the segmentation perfor-
mance at point cloud boundaries. While these methods can
efficiently process point clouds, their encoding modules only
consider local feature information without capturing long-
range dependencies among the points. Consequently, they
can only deliver suboptimal segmentation performance. In
large-scale point clouds, there exist underlying semantic
context relationships between different object categories, and
harnessing this information can aid the network in achieving
better performance.

C. Local and Global Fusion Methods

In order to account for global long-range dependen-
cies, some methods adopt a combined approach that inte-
grates both local and global information for segmentation.
PointASNL [8] introduces a Local Non-Local (L-NL) mod-
ule, where the local module utilizes traditional convolution
operations, while the global module employs traditional
attention mechanisms to compute global features. While this
effectively harnesses the underlying information within point
clouds, it must be noted that traditional attention mechanisms
have quadratic complexity, which in turn necessitates sub-
stantial computational resources for this method. To capture
long-range dependencies while minimizing computational
costs, LGGCM [15] employs the global attention mechanism
only in its last few network layers. Additionally, it introduces
a gated unit to effectively integrate feature information from
both anterior and posterior layers. While the computational
resources required at the bottom layers of the network are
relatively lower due to the smaller number of point clouds,
the feature information in these layer’s point clouds is quite
rich. Hence, executing global association in these layers does
not lead to substantial improvements in accuracy. LG-Net
[16] operates in a similar fashion to this method, with the
distinction that it confines its global association process only
to the last layer of its encoder. To address the issue of global
computational complexity while fully exploiting long-range
dependency capabilities, this paper introduces a lightweight
attention module called Average Transformer. This module
is employed in every encoding layer, enabling the network
to achieve improved performance.

III. METHODOLOGY

Our SWCF-Net is constructed based on the encoder-
decoder architecture, where the encoder component consists
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our SWCF-Net. Our model adopts an encoder-decoder architecture, where the encoder consists of a local encoder, global
encoder, and fusion module. The local encoder adopts the proposed similarity-weighted 3D CNN to capture local features. The global encoder uses a
lightweight Transformer to capture global features. The fusion module employs orthogonal fusion to effectively integrate both local and global features.

of three major parts: local encoder, global encoder, and
fusion module, as shown in Figure 2.

A. Local Encoder

CNN is widely used in image object detection and segmen-
tation [17], [18]. However, since point clouds are discrete,
traditional convolutions cannot directly process a point cloud.
To overcome this issue, some works [11], [19] employ MLP
to approximate a convolutional kernel function based on 3D
positions,

Conv(g, ψ) =

N∑
i=0

K∑
j=0

g(xj − xi)ψ(fi) (1)

where x and f respectively represent the position P ∈ RN×3

and feature F ∈ RN×D of N points. K represents the
number of neighbors for a query point, and g(·) and ψ(·)
are two scalar functions approximated by MLP.

Despite its success in 2D image tasks, CNN always shows
low generalization on 3D point cloud tasks. One critical
problem is the low similarity of a local 3D region used
in point cloud. The generalization capability of can be
characterized using Gaussian or Rademacher complexities
[20]. In [21], the empirical Gaussian complexity ĜN (F ) of
the function class F is defined as

ĜN (F ) ≤ C max
j,j′∈N

√√√√ N∑
i=1

∥xi(j)− xi(j′)∥2 (2)

where F represents the class computed by a CNN consisting
of one convolutional layer and one fully connected layer, C
is a constant, xi(j) is the j-th element of vector xi, and
N is a local region. As a main result of [20], a classifier
learnt from function class F with a low Gaussian complexity
are likely to have a high generalization ability. Unlike 2D
images, the local regions of point clouds often contain points
from different categories, leading to a low local similarity
and consequently high Gaussian complexity. Hence, general

3D convolutional operations often fail to work on wild cases
dissimilar to the training set.

The main idea to tackle this issue lies in the pursuit of
a low Gaussian complexity, or as its empirical metric, a
high local similarity. We propose the Similarity-Weighted
Convolution (SWConv), as shown in Figure 3. SWConv
attempts to eliminate points that are irrelevant to the query
point. Rather than a hard threshold for binary partition, we
adopt a weighted convolution framework to prevent a hard
classifier. The similarity-weighted convolution then is

SWConv(g, ω, ψ) =

N∑
i=0

K∑
j=0

g(xj − xi)ω(fi, fj)ψ(fi)

ω(fi, fj) = Softmax(φ(fj − fi))
(3)

where ω denotes the filter weight function, φ represents
the MLP operation. The difference between feature vectors
fi and fj is passed through an MLP operation and sub-
sequently a Softmax function to obtain a weight matrix,
which is then applied to the local region features. In order
to avoid introducing excessive resource consumption and
computational burden, we utilize the feature vector difference
fj − fi between a local point and its corresponding query
point to obtain the weights and adopt residual connections.
High weights are assigned to the points with high similarity
values. As a result, the CNN outputs are dominated by points
with high similarity values, and the corresponding Gaussian
complexity then is assumed to be low. Given the SWConv
module, the local features is

flocal = α(SWConv(x, β(f))) + γ(f) (4)

where α(·), β(·), γ(·) are three scalar functions approximated
by MLP to construct residual connections.

B. Global Encoder

Many previous researches show that global features can
improve object semantic segmentation by effectively cap-
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Fig. 3. The proposed local encoding module. The Similarity-Weighted
Convolution (SWConv) component is designed to apply weighted filtering
to point cloud features at local regions.

turing the semantic context among objects and establishing
long-range dependencies. Several works [7], [8] have also
demonstrated the advantages of combining local and global
features. As an efficient global feature extractor, Transformer
[22] can effectively capture global long-range dependencies
and is widely used in point cloud analysis. The attention
mechanism of Transformer, however, exhibits quadratic com-
plexity with respect to the number of input points, prohibiting
its application on large-scale point clouds due to limited GPU
memory and the demand of real-time processing.

Linear Transformer such as low-rank estimation [23] and
rank recovery [24] are used in large language models and im-
age processing for acceleration. However, the existing linear
attention modules are not suitable for large-scale point clouds
because point clouds are typically sparse and irregularly dis-
tributed. It is still a challenge to adopt Transformer in large-
scale point cloud processing. Other than linear Transformer,
downsampling is a popular in Transformer acceleration. For
example, in PVT2 [25], the number of pixels N for the K
and V channels in attention is first downsampled through
average pooling, leading to a reduction from N to P .

Despite its success in 2D image downsampling, average
pooling is not proper for point cloud. Point clouds lack a
regular grid-like structure. Therefore, the number of in-voxel
points after voxel downsampling, the analogue to its 2D
counterpart, can not be guaranteed to be consistent, leading
to the failure of the following attention operations. Although
there exist several adaptive voxel sampling techniques with
consistent output in point amount [26], the additional com-
putational burden is always high. Other sampling methods,
such as curvature-based sampling [27] and clustering-based
sampling [28], are also shown to be time consuming. Ran-
dom sampling, which is efficient, can not ensure a uniform
distribution of sampled points.

As shown in Figure 4, our downsampling module begins
by performing Farthest Point Sampling (FPS) on the input
set of N points. Subsequently, for each sampled point, we
use KNN to find its K nearest neighbors. Finally, the average
feature of these K-neighbor features is computed, leading to
a P × D sampled point feature matrix A where P is the
desired number of points, which is a user-designed value to
balance efficiency and accuracy, and D is the dimension of

MLP Embedding

Multi-Head 
Attention

down sample 
module

Q K V

Norm

FFN

(P x D)
FPS & KNN

Local 
Average

(N x D)

FPS & KNN

Local 
Average

Fig. 4. The proposed gloabl encoding module. The Average Transformer
relies on the down sample module to reduce the number of points in
the K and V channels of the attention mechanism, from N down to P ,
where P ≪ N . Black points represent the raw point cloud, red points
indicate the down-sampled points after FPS, green points denote neighboring
points of the sampled points, and purple points represent the feature points
obtained through averaging within the local area. Consequently, this enables
the avoidance of the quadratic complexity inherent in traditional attention
mechanisms.

features. We use the downsampled P points in the K and V
channels and push the original N points to the Q channel.
Therefore, running Transformer on P points, rather than
the original N , can significantly reduce the computational
complexity from O(N2) to O(NP ). Additionally, to capture
information from various dimensions of the semantic space,
we adopt a multi-head attention mechanism to learn global
correlations,

fglobal = T + F(T )

T = X +MHA(XWQ, AWK , AWV )
(5)

where F(·) is a simple feed-forward layer, MHA(·) repre-
sents the operation of the multi-head attention, X ∈ RN×D

denotes features of the original input points N , A ∈ RP×D

represents the average features points within each local
region. WQ,WK and WV are linear projection parameters.

C. Fusion Module

In order to enable an effective fusion of the local fea-
tures and the global features, we use orthogonal fusion, as
shown in Figure 5. We perform an orthogonal projection
of the global features onto the local features. To eliminate
redundancy, we replace the global features by its components
orthogonal to the local features. Finally, the local features are
concatenated with the projected global components. The final
output features are
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PointNet [9] 14.6 46.3 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.0 61.6 15.8 35.7 1.4 41.4 12.9 31.0 4.6 17.6 2.4 3.7
SPG [4] 17.4 49.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.3 2.7 0.1 45.0 0.6 28.5 0.6 64.3 20.8 48.9 27.2 24.6 15.9 0.8
PointNet++ [2] 20.1 53.7 1.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.9 1.0 0.0 72.0 18.7 41.8 5.6 62.3 16.9 46.5 13.8 30.0 6.0 8.9
TangentConv [13] 40.9 90.8 2.7 16.5 15.2 12.1 23.0 28.4 8.1 83.9 33.4 63.9 15.4 83.4 49.0 79.5 49.3 58.1 35.8 28.5
PointASNL [8] 46.8 87.9 0.0 25.1 39.0 29.2 34.2 57.6 0.0 87.4 24.3 74.3 1.8 83.1 43.9 84.1 52.2 70.6 57.8 36.9
RangeNet53++ [29] 52.2 91.4 25.7 34.4 25.7 23.0 38.3 38.8 4.8 91.8 65.0 75.2 27.8 87.4 58.6 80.5 55.1 64.6 47.9 55.9
SqueezeSegV3 [30] 55.9 92.5 38.7 36.5 29.6 33.0 45.6 46.2 20.1 91.7 63.4 74.8 26.4 89.0 59.4 82.0 58.7 65.4 49.6 58.9
RandLA-Net [5] 55.9 94.2 29.8 32.2 43.9 39.1 48.4 47.4 9.4 90.5 61.8 74.0 24.5 89.7 60.4 83.8 63.6 68.6 51.0 50.7
LG-Net [16] 56.3 93.9 36.5 36.0 42.7 36.8 50.1 47.7 0.9 90.6 63.0 74.2 19.1 90.6 62.3 84.6 64.1 69.7 51.5 55.0
KPConv [11] 58.8 95.0 30.2 42.5 33.4 44.3 61.5 61.6 11.8 90.3 61.3 72.7 31.5 90.5 64.2 84.8 69.2 69.1 56.4 47.4

SWCF-Net (Ours) 60.5 94.6 51.8 46.9 34.3 37.3 59.4 61.0 29.9 91.6 58.5 75.3 31.2 89.2 60.5 82.2 62.7 67.8 54.0 61.6
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Fig. 5. The proposed fusion module. Orthogonal components are extracted
in global features and then aggregated with local features, thereby eliminat-
ing redundant information between local and global features.

forth = fglobal −
fTlocalfglobal
∥flocal∥

· flocal

foutput = δ([flocal, forth])

(6)

where δ(·) and [ , ] respectively denote the MLP operation
and concatenation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We report detailed experimental settings and evaluation
results on two large-scale outdoor datasets, SemanticKITTI
and Toronto3D. Subsequently, we conduct an extensive ab-
lation studies to examine the effectiveness of individual
components.

A. Dataset and Metric

SemanticKITTI. SemanticKITTI [31] is built upon the
well-known KITTI Vision benchmark and designed to por-
tray complex outdoor traffic scenarios. The dataset contains
22 stereo point cloud sequences, accumulating to a total
of 43,552 LiDAR scans that are densely annotated. Each
individual scan represents a large-scale point cloud consisting
of approximately one hundred thousand points, spanning an
area of about 160×160×20 meters in real-world. The raw 3D
points have been accurately labeled into 19 semantic classes.
Officially, sequences ranging from 00 to 07 and from 09 to
10 (19,130 scans) are utilized for training, while sequence 08
(4071 scans) serves as the validation set. Lastly, sequences
from 11 through 21 (20,351 scans) are designated for online
testing.

Toronto-3D. Toronto-3D [32] was collected using a 32-
line LiDAR sensor in large-scale urban outdoor environ-
ments. It comprises over 78 million points, covering approx-
imately 1 kilometer of road area. The dataset encompasses
the following eight categories: Road, Road marking, Natural,
Building, Utility line, Pole, Car, and Fence. For a fair
comparison, we divided the dataset into four subsets: L001,
L002, L003, L004, where L002 was used for testing.

Metric. We utilize the mean Intersection over Union
(mIoU) as the evaluation metric to assess the performance.
mIoU is calculated as

mIoU =
1

C

C∑
c=1

(
TPc

TPc + FPc + FNc
) (7)

where TP, FP, FN represent the number of True Positive,
False Positive, and False Negative of classified points, re-
spectively. C refers to the number of classes in the dataset.

B. Implementation Details

We use the Adam optimizer to optimize our model, with an
initial learning rate 10−2. When training on SemanticKITTI
and Toronto-3D, the batch size was respectively set to 5 and
4. The network is trained for 100 epochs, with the learning
rate decreasing by 5% after each epoch. During the training
stage, we sample a fixed number of N = 45, 056 points
from the raw point cloud as input to the network. During
the testing stage, the whole raw point cloud is fed into our
network for inferring semantic labels without any pre-/post-
processing. In order to address the issue of class imbalance,
we employ a weighted cross-entropy as our loss function.
For the Average Transformer, we set P = 176 across all
experiments. All experiments were conducted on a single
RTX 3090.

C. Semantic Segmentation Results

SemanticKITTI. We compared the results of SWCF-Net
and existing methods on the test set of SemanticKITTI,
as shown in Table I. SWCF-Net demonstrates competitive
performance against previous methods and surpasses them in
several categories. Our SWCF-Net outperforms the baseline



TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON TORONTO3D

Methods mIoU(%) Road Rd mrk. Natural Building Util.line Pole Car Fence

PointNet++ [2] 59.47 92.90 0.00 86.13 82.15 60.96 62.81 76.41 14.43
DGCNN [10] 61.79 93.88 0.00 91.25 80.39 62.40 62.32 88.26 15.81
MS-PCNN [33] 65.89 93.84 3.83 93.46 82.59 67.80 71.95 91.12 22.50
KPConv [11] 69.11 94.62 0.06 96.07 91.51 87.68 81.56 85.66 15.72
RandLA-Net [5] 77.71 94.61 42.62 96.89 93.01 86.51 78.07 92.85 37.12
FGC-AFNet [34] 75.78 92.09 22.32 96.25 93.55 85.36 78.48 82.61 55.55
SWCF-Net (Ours) 78.51 95.86 17.93 98.14 94.54 87.70 83.73 94.08 56.48

RandLA-Net (RGB) [5] 81.77 96.69 64.21 96.92 94.24 88.06 77.84 93.37 42.86
BAAF-Net (RGB) [6] 81.23 96.81 67.34 96.83 92.20 86.87 82.31 93.14 34.02
FGC-AFNet (RGB) [34] 81.92 95.66 61.09 97.29 94.32 86.89 81.74 88.27 50.08
SWCF-Net (Ours) (RGB) 82.58 96.27 59.70 97.36 94.30 88.31 80.48 94.02 50.22

Ground Truth Ours RandLA-Net KPConv PointASNL 
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results of different approaches on the validation set of
SemanticKITTI

method (RandLA-Net) by a large margin of 4.6%. The sig-
nificant improvements in accuracy are primarily observed in
small object categories such as bicycle, motorcycle, bicyclist,
and motorcyclist. This is attributed to our proposed method
where the Convolution-Transformer fusion effectively lever-
ages both the underlying geometric structure and semantic
context information in large-scale point clouds. This allows
the network to learn these challenging small categories,
thereby resulting in an improvement of overall accuracy.

We have compared the segmentation effects of SWCF-Net
with several related methods, as shown in Figure 6. In the
first two rows of Figure 6, other methods confuse vehicles
with cars, while our approach can accurately segment them.
This is mainly attributed to our Local Encoding Module,
which effectively extracts the local geometric features of
point clouds. In the last two rows of Figure 6, our method
distinguishs between different ground categories such as
road, parking, and sidewalk while lots errors are found in
competing methods. This improved performance is facilitated
by the introduction of global features, which enhance the
segmentation effect for larger-scale objects.
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Fig. 7. A demonstration of segmentation errors. Top: Red points denote
segmentation errors for RandLA-Net. Bottom: Red points denote segmen-
tation errors for our SWCF-Net.

To compare the overall scene segmentation performance,
we have conducted a comparison against the Baseline across
entire scenes, as shown in Figure 7. The red highlighted areas
represent errors in the segmentation task, both our method
and the Baseline approach exhibit errors in the same regions.
However, our method significantly reduces the number of
incorrect labels. The key lies in our incorporation of global
features, which enables the network to leverage underlying
semantic context information for enhanced learning.

Toronto-3D. We present the semantic segmentation results
on the Toronto-3D dataset, as shown in Table II. This
dataset incorporates RGB information, hence we conducted
two separate sets of experiments to explore the effects of
with/without RGB data. Compared to several recent state-
of-the-art approaches, our approach demonstrates a more
competitive performance in terms of results. For results
without RGB, our method achieves the highest IoU in six out
of eight categories, and once RGB is available, our obtains
the highest IoU in four categories, while achieving the overall
highest mIoU in both cases. This indicates that the proposed
method exhibits robustness in large urban scenes, effectively
capturing both the local geometric structures and long-range
dependencies within point clouds.

D. Ablation Studies

In this subsection, we conduct ablation studies to validate
the effectiveness of each proposed module. All ablation



TABLE III
ABLATION STUDIES FOR DIFFERENT MODULES

Model mIoU (%)

Baseline (RandLA-Net [5]) 57.1

replace local feature aggregation module with SWConv 59.0

add Average Transformer with Concatenation 60.8

add Average Transformer with Orthogonal Fusion 61.6

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDIES ON THE GLOBAL ENCODER IN DIFFERENT

ENCODING LAYERS

Encoding layer 1st ∼ 4th 1st ∼ 3rd 1st ∼ 2nd 1st only

mIoU (%) 61.6 61.3 60.5 60.4

studies are performed on the validation set of SemanticKITTI
and employ mIoU as the evaluation metric.

Effectiveness of different modules. We illustrate the
effectiveness of different modules in Table III. We first con-
duct an ablation on the local encoding module. In RandLA-
Net [5], two LocSE modules and an attentive pooling are
stacked as the local encoding module. We replace with our
proposed SWConv introduced in Section III-A. As can be
seen from Table III, the mIoU shows a 1.9% increase. Next,
we build upon this by incorporating our Average Transformer
proposed in Section III-B, and fuse the two types of features
using a simple concatenation. The results demonstrate that
the integration of global features yields an improvement by
1.8%. Finally, to facilitate a more effective integration of
local and global features, we employ the Orthogonal Fusion
module proposed in Section III-C. Compared to simple
concatenation, this module effectively eliminates redundant
information between the two types of features, contributing
to improved performance of the network.

Effectiveness of global encoder in different layers.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the global encoder at
each layer within the encoding stage, we conducted ablation
studies as shown in Table IV. We obtain higher mIoU when
we employ more layers in the global encoding. Due to
limitations imposed by the computationally expensive global
encoder in previous works, global information was only
utilized at the last layer of the network, which failed to
adequately capture long-range dependencies. Our proposed
Average Transformer possesses a lightweight solution.

E. Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the network is crucial for practical
applications. As shown in Table V, we conducted a com-
plexity analysis on the SemanticKITTI dataset. We compare
the time and memory costs of our model against other
models, including model parameter, FLOPs (Floating Point
Operations), GPU memory usage, and the elapsed to process
105 points in a point cloud. From the table, it can be seen
that our method demonstrates advantages in terms of mIoU,
FLOPs, and GPU memory. PointNet [9] boasts the fastest

TABLE V
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON SEMANTICKITTI

Method Param (M) FLOPs (G) GPU Mem. (GB)
Time cost

(sec. / 105 points) mIoU (%)

PointNet [9] 3.53 104.87 6.02 0.0239 14.6

PointNet++ [2] 0.95 16.22 20.71 14.1145 20.1

PointASNL [8] 3.98 470.85 28.88 12.2996 46.8

RandLA-Net [5] 1.24 14.55 5.47 0.0357 55.9

SWCF-Net (Ours) 3.36 13.39 5.17 0.0435 60.5

processing speed, yet its encoding layers lack a downsam-
pling operation on point clouds, which in turn results in
a substantial computational overhead. PointNet++ [2] has
the smallest parameter count, but it utilizes Farthest Point
Sampling between layers when processing large-scale point
clouds, which consequently leads to excessive processing
time. PointASNL [8] adopts a combined strategy of local
and global feature extraction for point clouds. However,
its global feature extractor utilizes a traditional attention
mechanism, which in turn results in substantial GPU memory
consumption and computational requirements. To mitigate
the excessively high computational demand of the attention
mechanism when processing large-scale point clouds, our
method proposes the Average Transformer. This innovation
enables us to significantly reduce both GPU memory usage
and computational requirements. Moreover, compared to
RandLA-Net which also employs random downsampling,
our method achieves better segmentation results due to its
consideration of the underlying semantic contextual infor-
mation in large-scale point clouds. Our method is capable of
processing around 105 points in approximately 0.04 seconds,
thus attaining a more favorable trade-off between accuracy
and speed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we design a point-based network named
SWCF-Net for efficient large-scale point cloud semantic seg-
mentation. To fully utilize the underlying geometric feature
and global semantic context in large-scale point clouds, we
propose SWConv for extracting local geometric features, and
introduce the lightweight attention module entitled Average
Transformer to capture global semantic context and long-
range dependencies. Finally, to effectively integrate both
types of features, we propose an Orthogonal Fusion module
that performs redundancy-reducing fusion of local and global
features. Our SWCF-Net improves the performance of se-
mantic segmentation by jointly considering local and global
features. Experimental results indicate that our proposed
SWCF-Net effectively and accurately performs semantic
segmentation on large-scale point clouds.
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